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Fig. 4: Temperature contours at different values of Ha and Ri numbers for Da = 10G  and g = 0.6.2

Fig. 5: Streamlines at different values of Da and Ri numbers for Ha = 25 and g = 0.6.

Figure  5   displays   the   effect   of   the   Darcy  number but  in  different  mechanisms. Figure 6 shows the
on flow fields at different Richardson numbers. It is temperature  contours  at  different  Da  and   Ri  number.
observed  that  the  low   Darcy   number   reduces  the It   is   observed   that   the   buoyancy   effect   decreases
flow  speed  in  the  cavity  and  the  flow  field  is by  decreasing  the Darcy number. The Richardson
stabilized  at  different  Ri  numbers.   In   other  worlds, number does not have any sensitive effect at low Da
the effects of increasing the Hartman number and number. For high Darcy value (Da =10G ) mixed
decreasing the Darcy number are similar  to  each  other convective  flow  is  more  dominating in the entire cavity.
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Fig. 6: Temperature contours at different values of Da and Ri numbers for Ha = 25 and g = 0.6.

Fig. 7: Vertical velocity profile at mid-plane of the cavity at different values of Da for Ri=10G  and g = 0.6.2

Fig. 8: Average Nusselt number for different Ri number at Ra=10  and g=0.6.5

The   velocity    profile    is    plotted    at   mid-sections of different value of Hartmann numbers. For a constant
the  cavity  to  illustrate  the  effect  of   Hartman  and Richardson number, the average Nusselt number
Darcy  numbers  (Figure  7).  Magnetic  field  creates a decreases   by   increasing   the   Hartman   number  which
force  (Lorentz  force),  opposite  to  the  flow  direction, is   due    to    dominate   the   conduction   heat   transfer.
which  tends  to  oppose  the  flow.  It  can  be  observed It   is   observed   that   the   lower   Richardson   number
that   the   flow   instability   is   damped   by  decreasing has  a  greater  heat  transfer due to the stranger
the   Darcy    number.    The   average   Nusselt   number convective  heat  transfer  which  is  dominant  mechanism
on the hot wall of the cavity is shown in figure 8 for of heat transfer.






